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The Village Hall—a vital part of our village
Over 40 years ago a group of dedicated residents began planning to build a Village Hall for
Wilsden and its opening in 1976 was a proud day for
our community. The Hall was built by the combined
efforts of the people of Wilsden and since then it has
become a vital hub for village groups of all ages from
Brownies to the Senior Citizens. The Parish Council
uses the Village Hall as its base. In recent years the
Village Hall has faced a number of financial challenges
with costs exceeding the ability for groups, particularly
voluntary organisations, to pay increased rent. At the
same time payments from Bradford Council have been gradually reduced. When the library
was replaced by the Volunteer Library, the Parish Council agreed to make a grant equivalent
to the rent previously paid by Bradford. This year the Council was asked for a further grant of
£7,500, which was made from our financial reserves. We also decided that we would be willing to make a continuing grant if two conditions were met. Firstly, two councillors would
become members of the Village Hall Management Committee in order to ensure that the
Council’s money was spent wisely and we would receive regular reports on the Hall. We also
committed to notifying the residents of Wilsden of the impact this significantly increased
financial commitment would have on the money we would need raise each year. To make this
level of grant regularly we would need to increase the Parish Council precept to every household in Wilsden by an average of an extra £5 per year. This is equivalent to an extra 10p per
week from each household and although money is tight for many families it is the Parish
Council’s view that this is a very important investment for the village.

Can you help with a few hours of your time?
The Volunteer Car Scheme offers lifts to people who do not have access to their own transport
to places such as the Medical Centre, Hospital Outpatients and the Village Hall. The scheme
urgently needs more drivers as the demand from users is growing faster than can be met by the
present number of drivers. Even if you can only spare a few hours a month this would be extremely helpful. The users of the scheme refund the expenses of the drivers at 45p per mile.
While some of our volunteer drivers may do a number of trips a week some can only do
an occasional trip a month and we can readily accommodate both. If you can help or
want to know more about what is involved please call either Margaret Harrison on
272305 or Peter Allison on 273403.

Chunterings from the Chair
It has probably not escaped your attention that building work has started
on Crack Lane fields in spite of the Parish Council’s best endeavours,
with the backing of a large number of you, to oppose the plans.
All over the Bradford District, plans are being passed to build on green
fields, the only one which has so far been turned down is the Sty Lane
development at Micklethwaite, and even that has been appealed over
the head of the Secretary of State for a second time. The reasons for this
are complex; although National Planning Policy has changed, local
policy still lags. Bradford has less than 5 year’s land identified for housing (though there is
still no consensus on what number of houses actually IS required). Previously granted
planning permissions are not counted towards the total because developers say that they are
currently unviable due to the recession. The effect of this is that greenfield sites which have
previously been identified as possible sites on which to build ARE being built on for
preference over brownfield sites which cost more to develop.
How can we influence this? Well, in the absence of Bradford policies, we can develop our
own village policy. Some places (e.g. Ilkley and Haworth) are starting to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan. These places are trailblazing for the rest of us, because the few Neighbourhood
Plans already formulated in England are still mired in red tape and have been extremely
expensive to implement. In Wilsden we already have a Parish Plan which is being updated and
extended towards being a future Neighbourhood Plan and you can see some of the things we
are looking at elsewhere in this copy of The Wilsdener, together with a request for help in
formulation. If you enjoy pulling information together from various sources to achieve a
proper understanding of what is going on, and if you want to have choice about future
development, then we would be delighted to have you join the Parish Planning group.
As far as Crack Lane fields are concerned, the Parish Council is doing its best to ensure that
the developer fully meets the conditions imposed in the grant of planning permission.

Jane Callaghan

New Parish Clerk
Hello my name is Ruth Batterley and I was appointed to the post of
Clerk to Wilsden Parish Council with effect from 12th August 2013. I
have several years experience of working for another local parish
council and am delighted to be working in Wilsden. Parish Councils
are uniquely placed to make a difference to their local community
and I’m pleased to be able to help Wilsden Parish Council do the best
it can for the villages of Wilsden and Harecroft.
Parish Council meetings are held on the first Monday of each month
in The Library Room at Wilsden Village Hall. The meetings start at 7:00pm and are generally
finished by 9:00pm. All parish council meetings are open to the public with a slot allocated in
the meeting for members of the public to talk about local matters that concern them as
individuals or a group that they represent. So come along to a parish council meeting or get
in touch via e-mail: ruth.batterley@wilsdenparishcouncil.gov.uk .
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I work at the Community Contact Point in the Village Hall on a Monday and Tuesday
morning or you can ring me on the parish council phone number of 07875 635203.

Changes at our Churches
This year there have been significant changes at both our churches.

Good News from your Parish Church
St Matthew’s Church is now the parish church for Wilsden.
Just over 50 years ago, the ecclesiastical parish of Wilsden was merged with that of Harden,
and since then, the two villages have shared the churches of St Matthew and St Saviour. Now,
in a move that reflects the significance and population of Wilsden, the parish of Wilsden has
been re-formed with St Matthew’s as its very own parish church.
This means that St Matthew’s will, in the future, be more ‘Wilsden focussed’ - it is after all,
your parish church. It also means that for weddings and Christenings, St Matthew’s is your
parish church, and it offers a lovely intimate atmosphere ideal for such occasions.
Our first initiative is to launch a new ‘Café Church’ in addition to the current 9.30 service.
This has started in St Matthew's from 15th September. It will be informal, liturgy light, and
with songs old and new. It will include a chance to discuss matters relating to our faith. Everyone is welcome. Café Church will happen every Sunday at 11.00 (except 2nd in the month
when it’s Pick’n’mix at 9.30). We hope you can come! See www.hardenwilsden.org.uk for
more information.

Wilsden Methodist & United Reformed Church; now ‘Trinity Church’

Last year saw the 25th Anniversary of the combining of our two churches under one roof, and
ever since then we’ve been known by the rather unwieldy title of ‘Wilsden Methodist and
United Reformed Church’ (try writing that in a hurry), sometimes unflatteringly referred to as
‘The Murks’.
The Silver Anniversary was an opportune time to start thinking about a new name for ourselves, an idea which became even more relevant when our numbers were swelled by members who joined from Harecroft Methodist Church, when they left their building last year.
Four different names were put forward, all resonant with meaning, but the one we finally
chose was ‘Wilsden Trinity Church’, symbolising the coming together of the three churches
and the age-old significance of the Trinity as God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. So
we now have a new snappier and shorter name. Unfortunately in the short-term we are
‘Wilsden Trinity Church (formerly Methodist URC)’ until everyone gets used to it!
When you see it, remember who we are; Trinity Church, Non-conformist, no frills, no fuss.
You can find us on Chapel Row, you are most welcome to join us for Sunday morning services at 10.30am and at any of our social events which are advertised in the local shops.

Park Improvements
On Sunday August 22nd there was a “Be Proud of your Park Day”
to launch the Friends of Wilsden Park. This was intended to encourage villagers to say how we can improve our park. The Friends
and the Parish Council were very encouraged by the response and
feedback. Many of you will have seen the new flower bed at the
entrance to the Park. The original bed was constructed and planted
by Bradford Council at the request of the Parish3 Council and thanks
to our Wall Building Group, in particular Roland Powell and Cllr. Tony Caunt this now has an
attractive stone surround.

Wilsden: Your Community
Then and Now: a snapshot
The Parish Plan was produced in 2010 with statistics from the 2001 census. Earlier this year
figures from the 2011
census were made available; these have enabled
trends to be identified that
will inform the updating of
the Plan for the years to
come. In 2001 the population of this “former mill
village lying to the west of
Bradford and the south of
Bingley” was 4312. Today, the population stands
at 4807, an increase of 495
people or around 11%.
Whilst the total population
has increased, comparison of the age structure of Wilsden’s population shows that certain age
groups are increasing faster than
2001
2011
% increase
others. You will note in particular that the number of villagers 15 and under
858
890
3.7%
aged 65 and over is rising at a 16‐24
387
390
0.8%
faster rate than other age groups.
1268
1125
‐11.3%
In 2001 14% of all villagers 25‐44
were aged over 65; in 2011 that 45‐64
1191
1494
25.4%
percentage
had
reached 65 and over
578
908
57.1%
19%.There is a slight increase in
the proportion of villagers under 30 but a decrease in the proportion of 30-44 year olds in
2011. The age distribution graph does not go above 75 because the 2001 census did not give
data for individual years above that age.
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Although we are ageing our perception of our own health has become more positive, with 84%
reporting “good” or “very good” health in 2011, compared to 73% in 2001.

Perceptions of Health

The number of dwellings has also increased, by 14%. We know that this figure will soon rise
again as work on the development at Crack Lane, that will see a further 82 houses being constructed, has started. Analysis of council tax banding over the decade shows that the new
homes in higher bands F and G show the biggest proportional increases, suggesting a trend
towards houses with four or more bedrooms.
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There are now more cars and vans owned by villagers although the number of households
without access to a car or van has not changed significantly:

Number of Cars or Vans in each Household
In particular the number of households with more than one car shows a significant increase.
This will have implications for both on street parking and for the number of journeys made on
Wilsden’s roads. We know that school run traffic is impacting on houses and businesses close
to Wilsden Primary School.

Now and the Future: a scenario
The future will be shaped both by trends that are evident from the 2011 census and by local
planning determined at the Metropolitan District Council level. The key element will be the
number and the design of new houses that will be built in Wilsden and the impact of a further
increase in population on local services such as schools and health care, environmental services and traffic congestion.
Bradford Council, in common with all other local authorities, is currently developing a Local
Plan (formerly called the Local Development Framework) that will set the targets for house
building until 2028.This will replace the current strategy, the Revised Unitary Development
Policy. At present final figures have not been set; however, initial estimates suggest that a
minimum of 300 additional houses will be required in our village.
This may be a cause for concern to many villagers because the questionnaire that informed the
Parish Plan told us that the Wilsden environment is the most common reason for living in
Wilsden: “People choose to live in Wilsden because it is an attractive area. Much of Wilsden is part of a conservation area and both Wilsden and Harecroft are surrounded by
Green Belt countryside”.
6 Green Belt land sacrosanct and it is prepared
Government planning policy does not now hold
to sanction deregulation of such land where it feels appropriate.

Again in common with all other local authorities, Bradford is required to maintain a register of
land that the owners would be prepared to sell for housing development. This register is called
the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), a revised edition of which has
just been published.

This shows three new sites that did not appear in the earlier version. If all the land offered by
land owners were to be developed, excluding land that is considered to be unsuitable or currently achievable (coloured red) our village could see a further 789 houses built, of which 748
would be on land currently designated Green Belt.
The land coloured yellow, except for the Crack Lane site, is virtually all Green Belt and would
require deregulation in order to be developed. This is not impossible: Bradford wants to
increase its housing stock and developers prefer greenfield sites over land that has previously been developed (brownfield).
The Parish Plan questionnaire revealed that 74% of respondents felt that there had been excessive new housing built in Wilsden during the previous 10 years and 63% thought that no new
homes are needed, although there was a stated need for more affordable housing.
“Why bother: look at Crack Lane”! The fact that an application to build houses on the fields
off Crack Lane was successful, in spite of widespread opposition from villagers who live
throughout Wilsden (not just those immediately affected) and also despite three previous applications being rejected, one very recently, was
7 hugely disappointing. However, it was always
likely that ultimately this site would have been developed because it is not Green Belt land and
had been identified in the Revised Unitary Development Plan (the framework that currently

Village Diary
Wilsden Parish Council meeting…
Mon Oct 7th, 7pm, Library Room, Village Hall
Mon Nov 4th, 7pm, Library Room, Village Hall
Mon Dec 2nd, 7pm, Library Room, Village Hall
Mon Jan 6th, 7pm, Library Room, Village Hall
Mon Feb 3rd, 7pm, Library Room, Village Hall
Carols in the Park & Xmas lights switch on
Wed Nov 27th, 6.30pm, Wilsden Park
informs local planning decisions) as land reserved for future development. Possible future
development sites in Wilsden are in the Green Belt and currently have some protection. A
further hurdle will have to be overcome in the development process, affording the village
greater opportunity to campaign against development. The setback at Crack Lane should not
undermine future resolve in what will be a long and continuous action village-wide.
A recurrent theme in objections to the Crack Lane development was that local services would
be unable to cope with an expanded population. In particular pressures on the local schools
and on Wilsden Health Service were mentioned.
There are now 833 children of school age (5 – 19 yrs) in the village (2011 census) compared
to 775 (2001 census). During the same period the proportion of persons aged 65 and over has
increased from 14% of the total village population to 19%. If there is to be a substantial building programme in Wilsden consideration should be given as to the effects of an increased
population on the village infrastructure. The Localism Act is intended to give communities
greater say in how they will develop. The Parish Council will not be able to determine the
overall target for house building but will be able to input into the choice of sites and house
styles. It will certainly be able to lobby for the Community Infrastructure Levy (a sum paid by
developers as a contribution to amenities such as education and recreation), that is raised in
Wilsden, to be spent in Wilsden.
It is clear to the Parish Council that the future look of the village may be very different and it
will not look like the village that the majority of you want to see UNLESS ACTION IS
TAKEN TO INFLUENCE EVENTS. In order for the village to be involved in a meaningful
way we need to produce a Neighbourhood Development Plan which sets out our vision for the
future of Wilsden..
We can choose to work to shape Wilsden’s future or we can choose to be spectators as the
bulldozers move in. It is your village, your community and your choice.

Footnotes
More information about the Local Plan (Local Development Framework) in the context of
Wilsden can be found on the Parish Council website:
http://www.wilsdenparishcouncil.gov.uk/About/ldf-the-future-of-wilsden.html.
More statistical information about Wilsden can be viewed on the website of the Office for
National Statistics: http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk.
If you feel that you would like to assist in this please contact us via
Ruth Batterley (Parish Clerk)
8 Hall, Townfield, Wilsden, BD15 0HT
Wilsden Parish Council, Wilsden Village
(Tel: 07875 635203)
ruth.batterley@wilsdenparishcouncil.gov.uk

